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Key Rating Drivers 

Weak Liquidity: India Ratings and Research (Ind-Ra) downgraded Uttam Galva Steels Ltd’s 

(UGSL) long-term and short term ratings to ‘IND BBB+’ and ‘IND A2’ respectively in November 

2015 and simultaneously placed them on Rating Watch Negative (RWN). Ind-Ra believes 

UGSL could face challenges in servicing its debt over FY16-FY18 given the cash flow 

pressures due to weak demand-supply position globally. The company is trying to refinance its 

term borrowings to extend the tenor; the refinancing is likely to be completed in the next three-

to-four months. However, in the absence of refinancing, the ballooning nature of repayments 

would pressurise the liquidity further over the next two years. The company also plans to 

exploit its 150 acre land holdings at Pali road (near Khopoli) for a real estate development 

project, to be implemented over FY17-FY19. UGSL expects to use the cash proceeds of the 

project to retire a portion of the debt. The agency, however, is treating this as event risk and 

has not factored it into its projections. 

Continued Weak Financial Profile: The drop in UGSL’s EBITDA margins to 6.1% in FY15 

from 9.7% in FY14 is mainly attributed to weak market conditions resulting in pressure on 

realisations, and to the surge in merchandise exports (up 512% yoy in FY15 to reach 

INR32,402.1m).  UGSL’s leverage (net Ind-Ra adjusted debt/EBITDA) remained elevated at 

7.0x in FY15 (FY14: 6.7x) due to a slight decline in EBITDA profits to INR5,182.7m from 

INR5,270.8m accompanied by a marginal increase in debt levels to INR37,753.6m from 

INR36,550m. EBITDA gross interest coverage (including cash outgo for capitalised interest) 

remained weak at 1.1x, almost unchanged year-on-year, due to a decline in interest rates. The 

agency’s decision to restrict the extent of downgrade is driven by the likelihood of improved 

liquidity post the refinancing.  

Negative Outlook on Steel Sector: The ratings are also constrained by Ind-Ra’s negative 

outlook on the steel sector for FY16, driven by its expectation that even a gradual recovery in 

domestic demand will not necessarily translate into the improved pricing power of domestic 

steel producers as the global overcapacity and cheap imports will continue to weigh-in on 

pricing flexibility in India. The agency has maintained a Negative Outlook on some of its rated 

steel entities for FY16 in view of their high financial leverage. The agency believes that the 

rated steel producers require significant deleveraging to maintain their metrics.    

Strong Marketing Network: UGSL’s strong growth of 18.6% and 187.1% in FY15 in gross 

manufacturing and trading revenue, respectively, was supported by its strong domestic and 

international marketing network. While the company already had a strong marketing network in 

the US vide internationally renowned steel trading companies such as Stemcor Holdings Ltd, 

Duferco SA and Noble Group, it relied on the marketing network of ArcellorMittal SA for exports 

to non-US markets. Over the past two years, UGSL has opened its own offices in regions such 

as the Middle East, the US and Africa to further augment revenue from direct exports which 

would also help in margin expansion through the elimination of commission being paid to 

intermediaries.  

Process Efficiency To Drive Improvement: From April 2015, UGSL has been implementing a 

sales enhancement drive as well as company-wide cost reduction and process efficiency 

improvement strategy through which it is targeting an increase in EBITDA of over INR2,500m 

by FY17 (assuming no significant decline in the prices of end products). While the bulk of the 

increase in profits is likely to be derived from higher sales volumes (particularly direct exports, 
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Financial Data 

Uttam Galva Steels Limited (Consolidated) 

Particulars 31 Mar 15 31 Mar 14 

Revenue (INRm) 84,325.2 54,404.6 
Operating EBITDA 
(INRm) 

5,182.7 5,270.8 

Operating EBITDA 
margin (%) 

6.1 9.7 

Funds from operations 
(INRm) 

550.4 1,053.7 

Cash flow from 
operations (INRm) 

-1,533.1 5,437.7 

Free cash flow (INRm) -6,010.7 -4,476.8 
On balance sheet debt  
(INRm) 

37,753.6 36,550.0 

FFO gross interest 
coverage (x) 

1.10 1.17 

Adjusted debt, net of 
cash/EBITDAR (x) 

7.03 6.69 
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original equipment supplier (OEM) sales and trade sales), a significant increase is also 

expected from manpower and overhead cost reduction. As a direct result of this strategy, 

UGSL’s standalone EBITDA margins increased to 8.0% in 1HFY16 from 6% in 4QFY15 (7.6% 

in FY15) despite pricing pressure in domestic and export markets due to weak demand. 

Focus on Value-added Products: UGSL’s increased sales volumes in the value-added 

product segments in FY15 was aided by 22% volume growth in the OEM segment in 

appliances and 8% volume growth in the auto OEM segment. During the year, the company 

was also approved by Samsung and Whirlpool Corporation for global supplies.  The growth in 

volumes of auto grade steel was achieved despite a decline in auto volumes in the year, and 

attributed to strong linkages to OEMs in Western India. The focus on the consumer durables 

segment in particular has been prompted by the lower competition and higher margins in this 

segment relative to others. The company also has an established presence in pre-engineered 

building segment of the construction market.   

Expected Modest Recovery: Ind-Ra believes over FY16-FY17, overall revenue could 

potentially be below FY15 level (INR84,325.2m), given the uncertainties around merchandise 

exports (which are largely opportunistic). However, UGSL’s manufacturing revenue is likely to 

grow slightly, which along with process efficiencies being implemented, could potentially 

increase consolidated EBITDA margins to over 7.5%. Despite a likely further increase in the 

borrowing levels in FY17 to fund proposed INR6,000m capex plan and to repay creditors, the 

leverage could improve to under 6.3x in FY17, aided by growth in operating profits. This will 

also result in EBITDA gross interest coverage increasing to around 2.0x in this period.        

Lack of Integration: The ratings are constrained by the lack of integration in UGSL’s 

operations, as the company relies on hot rolled coil purchases for its input. As a result, its 

margins are significantly lower than those of integrated steel companies such as Tata Steel Ltd 

and JSW Steel Ltd. The company is also exposed to competition from the large integrated 

entities in its product segments such as galvanised, colour coated as well as corrugated steels 

given the forward integration of these companies into value added segments. 

Rating Sensitivities 

The agency expects to resolve the rating watch by April 2016 by when UGSL expects to 

implement its proposed debt-refinancing scheme. 

Positive: The company’s ratings will be taken off RWN and be assigned a Stable Outlook if it is 

able to successfully refinance its term loans, leading to a substantial improvement in its liquidity 

position.  

Negative: A downgrade could result from UGSL’s inability to refinance its term loans, leading 

to heightened liquidity pressure on high debt servicing requirements and inadequate cash flow. 

The inability to reduce leverage to under 6.5x by end-FY16 could lead to a rating downgrade. 

Debt Structure 

Debt Structure: Total consolidated debt as of FYE15 was INR37,753.6m and comprised 

secured term loans and foreign currency borrowings of INR26,992.1m, unsecured term loans of 

INR5,314.8m, secured and unsecured working capital borrowings of INR3,159.4m and 

INR2,038.0m respectively, and interest accrued of INR249.3m. The parent accounts for 83.6% 

of the consolidated debt as on that date. 

 

Applicable Criteria 

Corporate Rating Methodology, 
September 2012 

 

UGSL on a standalone basis accounted 
for around 84% of the consolidated 
debt on 31 March 2015. 
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